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The Classical Urban Plan: Monumentality, Continuity and Change

Greek and Roman monuments have been disappearing from the collective psyche for millennia; as soon as a new Ro-
man emperor assumed power, for example, the architectural landscape was reshaped and adapted to suit the new rule. 
More recently, the rapid acceleration in the loss of collective memory through the obliteration of monuments has made 
clear that ancient architecture as we have come to know it, is moving away from the physical realm, to the imaginary 
psyche. One aspect of it, however, remains: the urban grid. Even where ancient architecture has been decimated to 
make room for new urban and at times, rural spaces, substantial portions of an earlier ancient grid can be retraced and 
the wider plan can, to varying extents, be recovered. This session will shed light on these ‘lost’ urban and rural plans.

We know that individual monuments as well as monumental architectural ensembles can today be harnessed in the 
service of memory scripting, just as it was – as Paul Zanker so brilliantly showed – in Roman Republican times. Can the 
same approach be extended to the planning grid?  Does meaning change as the plan is altered? Does memory change? 
Can an ancient plan reflect a new cultural, political or social order? 

Whether intentional or not, each Classical plan has the capacity embody specific messages linked to such notions 
as ‘heritage’ and ‘identity’. While this is arguably most significant when considering the formal orthogonal grid, the 
weight that this infrastructure can bear in terms of cultural meaning has been underappreciated by current scholia. 
As such, this session invites papers focussing on Greek and Roman grid traces – both literal and figurative. Proposals 
are particularly welcome which consider ways through which the collective memory of cities and smaller settlements 
is altered, if at all, with the introduction of newly constructed monuments within an ancient plan. Participants might 
also address the reciprocity between the institutional and architectural order of cities; or explore how an entire city can 
be monumentalised by virtue of ‘inheriting’ a Classical plan. Overall, this session will inform theoretical frameworks, 
thereby broadening as well as reassessing the existing discourse on ancient urban plans.

Albano: Castrum to Town
Allan Ceen — Pennsylvania State University, U.S.
The town of Albano provides a near-perfect example of urban development of a small town over an arc of 2000 years, and 
yet remains to be studied in any detail. The overlapping yet easily distinguishable ancient, medieval and renaissance/
baroque sections of the town today present an unusual town plan consisting of a combination of a long rectilinear 
section based on Via Appia, surmounted by the triangle of the renaissance trivium. Fundamental to the evolution the 
town plan was the permanent castrum built by Septimius Severus on part of the site of the Villa of Domitian. Septimius 
Severus had as his purpose the housing of the Legion II Parthica which he stationed there to have a loyal military 
presence near Rome. The castrum soon generated an adjacent support neighborhood along the Via Appia which became 
the medieval town as the castrum itself was gradually abandoned. The transformation of the massive thermæ, built 
outside the castrum by Caracalla, into a dense urban neighborhood occurred during this period. Renaissance Albano 
expanded back into the castrum with a trivium of streets determined by one of its edges. The 20th century growth of 
Albano has not intruded upon the integrity of the old town, but rather developed alongside it.

Memory and Movement: Rome’s Fora as Problem and Solution
Amy Russell — Intercollegiate Center for Classical Studies, Rome
Rome’s imperial fora, metaphorically central to the city’s cultural identity and literally central to the cityscape, are the 
only parts of central Rome laid out on an orthogonal plan. Yet their role in urban infrastructure has more often been as 
problem than solution. This paper investigates how attempts in ancient and modern times to provide for and control 
movement in the area have made use of and contributed to the physical and ideological construction of their layout.
In the imperial period monumentalisation gradually closed the Forum Romanum to passing traffic, while the new imperial 
fora proposed a new kind of planned central space, fully enclosed and isolated from broader patterns of movement. The 
footprints of the fora survive, giving the city some of its most resonant spaces of memory and identity creation. But they 
bear the traces of more than just ancient history. Most strikingly, the area was reimagined as a backdrop to Mussolini’s 
grand Via dell’Impero. Their closed spaces were opened wide as the road cut obliquely across their rectilinear enclosing 
walls; the standing remains lent imperial grandeur to the resulting route, but also threatened decay and decline.
Today, the fora are closed again. Each is marked by a statue of its patron along the renamed road, and the graffiti which 
the statue bases have attracted testifies to their ongoing importance in the Roman imagination. But the monuments 
themselves are only visited by tourists, guided through specific routes by gates and fences. Heritage and the problem 
of movement also meet in plans for a metro line through the area; so far excavators have had more luck finding 
archaeological discoveries than they have finding a place to put the station. The layout of the fora, now as ever, proves 
as frustrating to contemporary urban life as it is fruitful.
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Cyrene and Apollonia: The Classical Urban Plan as a Measure of Opposites
Lynda Mulvin — University College Dublin, Ireland 
This paper examines the classical urban plan in the context of two closely linked ancient cities, Cyrene and her port, Apollonia, 
Libya and considers if the order imposed by the gridplan enhanced and monumentalised their urban development. 
wo opposing situations are observed in these co-existing cities. Each introduced the orthogonal grid as central frame-
work, organizing both cities into blocks. In Cyrene, the grid established during the Hellenistic period, became superior 
to an earlier organic linear arrangement. While in Apollonia, the Roman gridplan is later subsumed into the sacred 
route posed by the construction of Byzantine churches. A new order prevailed and reversed the trend.
Cyrene can be read as the product of a lengthy process of organic development, where the first Greek citizens traversed 
from religious sanctuary on a plateau along the Sacred Way to the Agora. The location of a grid in the Agora of the 
Hellenistic city facilitated the cities’ successful expansion, until natural acts such as earthquakes later caused discontinuity 
and the city fell into disuse. Apollonia, by the sea, was planned with a grid and defense-walls to facilitate the functioning 
port. Urban renewal intensified during the late Roman period and it became an important Byzantine centre. This 
spiritual impetus altered focus so the emphasis on orthogonal grid was overcome organically, as worshippers processed 
between the church buildings, located strategically along certain paths. 
In both cases, as primary functions changed over time, so too pathways along sacred lines equated to religious memory and 
whether linking classical sanctuaries on upper to lower city levels or transgressing new routes to Byzantine churches; each 
pivoted around a sacred way rather than being ordered by the grid. The question of whether the grid imposed a discipline 
is explored as an ultimately counterproductive mechanism, when new direction reflected changes in social order.

The Memory Remains: Continuity and Change in the Pattern of Symbolic Encounters within the 
Planning Grid of Pednelissos 
Ahmet Çinici — Middle East Technical University, Turkey  
The ancient city of Pednelissos was one of the middle-sized settlements of highland Pisidia, located on the southern 
fringes of the Taurus Mountains. The city was inhabited continuously from at least the 3rd century BC until the 7th 
century AD and probably onwards into the 12th century AD. Pednelissos had established good links with other cities and 
followed a Classical way of urban life adapting it to the specific conditions and peculiar landscape of the city. Pednelissos 
conformed to Classical city planning norms as early as the Hellenistic period, including monumental public buildings 
and squares, public amenities and honorific monuments planned within a grid system. Similar to other Classical 
cities, a network of messages, meanings and symbolisms embodied in the form of architecture and monuments were 
intertwined with the planning grid. The planning grid helped to regulate, distribute and shape not only this symbolic 
communication network but also people’s day to day activities and encounters with this network. Therefore, a pattern 
of encounters, movements, processions, meanings and memories regarding the symbolic communication network can 
be traced within the city grid and must have been inscribed in the collective memory of Pednelissians. While numerous 
alterations, extensions and modifications throughout the long life of the city, including the massive monumental 
building movement and development of a new quarter in the lower city in the 2nd century AD, came into being 
with reference to the existing planning grid, the messages and symbolisms they accommodated were transformed to 
adapt to the current situation and cultural climate. However, this paper argues that although the form, visual language 
and content of the messages and symbolisms changed through time, the pattern of encounters with this symbolic 
communication network remained the same and showed continuity in the city’s collective memory.

Urbanization in Inland Sicily: Acculturation on the Periphery of the Greek World 
Spencer Pope — McMaster University, Canada  
Urban planning in the Greek West has received attention in the process of excavation at individual sites resulting in a known 
set of urban grids from the archaic and Classical periods.  Recent discussions of urbanization in Sicily have demonstrated 
that the regular, orthogonal urban grid was a standard aspect of the Greek apoikiai. While the earliest regular arrangement 
of urban space reflects an egalitarian ethos of the nascent community, its development is contextualized in terms of political 
expansion and control of territory of the Greek poleis, often under a tyrant. The early Classical urban grid at Naxos, for 
example, is associated with a re-foundation by Hieron of Syracuse. Less well understood, however, is the rise and development 
of urbanization for inland and indigenous sites. Since urban planning is coterminous and interdependent with domestic 
architecture, the point of departure for investigations at indigenous sites is with early archaic settlements that exhibit designs, 
forms, and building techniques that demonstrate Greek influence.  Urbanization at indigenous sites develops with rectangular 
houses and straight streets, such as at Castiglione and Vassallaggi; plans that prioritize an urban network of streets with a 
regular design appear slightly later and come following impetus from Greek foundations. Regular plans have been proposed 
for Hellenized indigenous sites at Monte Saraceno, Vassallaggi, Monte Gibil Gabib and Monte Bubbonia in the interior of the 
island. The adoption of the urban grid at these sites is the result of either direct control by Greek cities or profound cultural 
exchange. An investigation of the precise forms and designs implemented at inland sites indicates the depth and chronology 
of Greek penetration into the Sicilian hinterlands, while the analysis and classification of the urban grid in both Greek and 
non-Greek Sicily may be employed as a precise indicator of both acculturative forces and territorial expansion.
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